
DIVERSE SOCIETY

A society that accepts people from all social, political, religious, ethnic and territorial environment. It welcomes people
from any cultural setting.

When details eventually emerged there was inevitably outrage. The first generation of Muslims to Britain were
religious, but wore their faith lightly. There are no historically transcendent civilizational values. Putnam,
these kinds of tensions often result in populations "hunkering down" in their homes instead of interacting with
their neighbors. Or do cultural differences drive a wedge between the team? We look back upon European
societies and imagine that they were racially and ethnically homogenous. But in what way were European
societies homogenous in the past? That is all for the good, for such clashes and conflicts are the stuff of
political and cultural engagement. This is a transcript of my talk at the Castrum Peregrini in Amsterdam on 2
May. Book at free presentation on this topic You can book a presentation from Lotte up until 3 April  From
this perspective, diversity becomes a prison rather than the raw material for social engagement. Especially,
with current process of global economics, people who owned different perspectives on cultures stand at a more
competitive position in current world. That fear can take two forms. Almost by definition such clashes express
what it is to live in a diverse society. But that is not how Europeans of the time looked upon their societies.
But why, and how, should we value it? Super-diversity makes them prone to socialise and collaborate beyond
and across ethnic and cultural barriers. What neither approach begins to address is the question of engagement.
The numbers of migrants coming to Europe are indeed large. What brings us together if not the fact that we
live within a society which thinks of us as Muslims? Any kind of social change or social progress means
offending some deeply held sensibilities. Norms and practices have inevitably varied over time and space.
Living together in culturally diverse societies: respect, dialogue, interaction Promote active participation of
youth and vulnerable groups within building inclusive societies From September to October Diminuer la taille
du texte Augmenter la taille du texte Imprimer la page Imprimer en PDF Respecting the principles of
European Local Democracy Week ELDW , a synergy scheme was initiated by the Municipality of Patras
consisting of 21 local stakeholders who co-organised a series of events in the sectors of education, culture,
justice-law, media and civil society, including the following: A creative workshop for the production of
handmade bookmarks addressing the topics of ELDW  A third wanted girls to be educated separately to boys.
Much the same is true of Britain. First, we need to recognize how narrow a view of diversity we have today.
Fear and indifference, indifference and fear, twisted into a tight knot. If we cannot even ask the right
questions, it is little wonder that we fail to find the right answers. The vast majority of European jihadis are
not migrants, but second or generation Europeans, and their relationship with Islam is far from
straightforward. The discussion page may contain suggestions. To this end, interethnic contact might be
facilitated by mixed residential areas. The combination of the two has ensured that social solidarity has
become increasingly defined not in political terms â€” as collective action in pursuit of certain political ideals
â€” but in terms of ethnicity or culture. Some sociologists have voiced doubts about whether individualized
and ethnically diverse societies are capable of ever being integrated. They are too diverse to be prejudiced.
The authorities have attempted to manage diversity by putting people into particular ethnic and cultural boxes,
defining individual needs and rights by virtue of the boxes into which people were put, and using those boxes
to shape public policy. Should immigrants be made to assimilate to Western customs and norms or is
integration a two-way street? In other words, high-quality contact between different population groups can
combat negative effects of diversity 6 , 7. Finally, leadership at all levels in an organisation must vocalise and
tell stories about the benefit of diverse perspectives for problem solving and servicing a diverse group of
customers in a global market. Examine your own values and preferences and convey to your patients a sincere
desire to understand theirs, Mullahy says. So, next time you look for a job, go for a super-diverse organisation
to be inspired and challenged by a diversity of thoughts, experiences, and social coherence, and go beyond
cultural similarity. It should be noted that these are not reasons to avoid diversity, but rather, factors to keep in
mind as society heads toward a more diverse future. It targeted prisoners and took place at the premises of the
school inside the Saint Stefan prison of Patras. The specific nature of cultural otherness thus remains
unpredictable. Yet real integration, whether of immigrants or of indigenous groups, is rarely brought about by
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the actions of the state. The first step is the adoption and implementation of strategies that facilitate positive
intercultural encounters and exchanges, and promote equal and active participation of residents and
communities in the development of the city, thus responding to the needs of a diverse population.


